
timeliness and responsiveness do not appear 
as deficiencies in the QNS audit reports.  
The general conclusion of QM has been that 
the corrective action process is functioning 
well with.,n OE.  

(4) QMS Quarterly Report 

As previously stated, the QHS will perform approxi
mately 38 audits this year. The audits typically 
include all Appendix B criteria and applicable OE 
procedures. These audits are usually conducted by 
a team of one - three people in three days. The 
implementation of specific procedures is reviewed 
but the effectiveness of the overall programs 
(i.e. corrective actioa, design control) is not 
addressed.  

However, QMS does issue a quarterly report, "Qual
ity Management Staff (QMS) Quarterly Assessment of 
OE Quality" which attempts to assess the overall 
quality based on QMS audit findings, trend data, 
NCRs, and NRC-OIE inspection reports. The first 
and second quarter reports were reviewed.  

The following quotes are from Section IV, Assess
ment of the two reports.  

(QMS 85 0131 202) 

"We still need t, izprove by zlearing out the 
backlog of corrective work, in our response time 
to problems and concerns, in the implementation of 
changes in the way we do business to correct 
identified deficiencies, and in overall design 
control and documentation." 

(QMS B05850430 006) 

"The efforts in timeliness of corrective action 
and the resolutions of the backlog of corrections 
to past deficiencies leave something to be desired.  
The backlog is still large, and overall we have 
not made adequate progress. The NCR program 
appears somewhat soft as real root causes have not 
been identified and corrected." 

The quarterly assessments agreed with the overall 
observations made by NSRS during the corrective 
action review. The audit program had not sup
ported the assessments by conducting aggressive 
audits of the corrective action program to deter
mine why timeliness and resolution of past defi
ciencies remain a problem. In fact, some problems



identified in the corrective action process had 
not been documnted as deficiencies as demon
strated in the previous discussion of audit 
reports.  

QMS had been aware of problems in the corrective 
action process as demonstrated in the quarterly 
assessment reports but had failed to use the audit 
process as a tool to initiate change within OE.  
The QRS program should have provisions to conduct 
special reviews or audits of know problem areas 
(e.g. corrective action).  

These audits should be of a sufficient duration 
and depth to provide meanuigful output to OE 
managenit r '-ceming program implementation and 
effectivt excluding problims identified and 
root causet .or the problem.  

b. Quality Assurance - OC 

The role of quality assuratice in the OC L.'A process was 
evaluated by interviewing personnel inside and outside 
the quality assurance organizations and by reviewing 
audit reports and associated responses.  

Line organization personnel interviewed understood the 
need for audits and generally felt that they w-re 
useful in identifying problems. There was, however, 
one complaint voiced almost universally: there were 
too many audit and review organizations identifying 
problems. For example, during this review at WBN, NRC, 
INPO, and NSRS were simultaneously conducting reviews 
in addition to the ongoin- plant audit and surveillance 
activities and NSRS investigations of employee con
cerns. While frustration with the problems of dealing 
with many different organizations identifying problems 
is understandable, NSRS believes that all these groups 
are necessary as long as they are identifying legiti
mate problems.  

Line personnel felt they were generally timely in 
response to audits and reviews and diligent in speci
fying C/A. Site QA personnel felt that timeliness in 
responses by the line organizations had improved in 
recent years and was generally no longer a problem.  
They also felt that the quality of responses was gen
erally adequate, but tended to be just adequate and not 
better. One quality manager referred to this as a 
"band-aid" approach and felt that C/A should often be 
broader and more thorough. Although no examples were 
cited, they noted that actual C/A taken was sometimes 
better than that stated in th.W' responses This indi
cated an interest on the part of line personnel in



fixing the problems tempered by concern that responses 
night be over comi tal and consequently difficult to 
is, Lement.  

The aud.t prograb provided for writing deviations only 
for problems that were clearly deviations from estab
lished requirements such as failure of a site procedure 
to incorporate a QAP requirement. Other problems, 
suggestions for program enhaacement, etc., were 
included in the reports, but audxted organizations were 
* r required to address them. No evidence could be 
to 1 that these suggestions were officially addressed.  
WSPS believes that any issue that the auditor feels 

strongly enough about to make a suggestion should 
reqt.ire a documented response. Therefore, MSS recom
mends that these suggestions be issued as deviations so 
.hat they must be addressed. The scope and depth of 
.udits appeared to be similar to the scope and depth of 
be OE audits (see section V.C.8.a).  

Audit BL-A-85-06 "Deviation Control and Corrective 
Action" addressed programmatic adequacy, organizational 
performance, and program effectiveness. This audit 
appeared ro be adequate and yet failed to find that 
QCP-10.4 ae not include a specific requirement from 
the topical report (see section V.A.4).  

Implementation of C/A, verification of C/A, and closure 
of deviations generally were timely. For 17 recent 
audits (15 in 1985, 2 in 1984), there were 66 devia
tions issued with 6 remaining open as of Augu&t 30, 
1985. C/A was ongoing for all the open deviations and 
extension of planned completion dates had been re
quested where appropriate.  

The procedurally imposed 30-day time limit for respon
es to deviations by the line organizations was usually 
met. Verification of completion of C/A and closure of 
deviations was accomplished by QA in a reasonable time 
after notification that the action was complete. One 
* sed deviation was found with the C/A verification 
u.-signed by the cognizant evaluator. This apparent 
ovt:si'ght was corrected by the cognizant evaluator when 
identified to him.  

In sumnary, responses to audit deviations were gen
era.ly adequate anU Limely. But the scope, depth, and 
adequacy of the audits could be improved. (This will 
be addressed in an NSRS review of Quality Assurance in 
1985.) 

c. Quality Assurance-NUC PR



This section reviews the function performed by the 
Division of Quality Assurance (DQA) mnanagement in the 
identification of problem areas and the corrective 
action process and also the function of DQA auditors 
during conduct of corrective action/ correction of 
deficiencies audits.  

(1) Division of Quality Assurance MIanagement.  

Imp rovements in the quality assurance program have 
been the issue of Quality Blazletins and scheduled 
meetings between Site Directors and the Director 
of Quality Assurance to discuss correc ive action.  
Quality Bulletin 85-01 dealt with a long-standing 
problem that commitments made to the ODC were not 
always adequately tracked and completion verified.  
Completion verification should always be pezfo rued 
before an item is closed out. Mlonitoring by DQA 
through the audit and surveillance program is 
intended to verify the effectiveness of the com
mitment program.  

Quality Bulletin 85-02 discussed corrective action 
and it was issued MIarch 14, 1985. The bulletin 
addressed a repetitive, generic lack of prompt and 
effective corrective action for conditions adverse 
to quality that had been observed at plants and 
central office divisions. Details of the bulletin 
will not be repeated here. It is an excellent 
sumary of the problem; root cause-analysis and 
the recomended actions are endorsed by KSRS. The 
bulletin discusses primarily CARs, DRs, and audit 
deviation reports. The principles outlined in the 
bulletin apply to any type of problem area.  

Discussions were held with the Director of Quality 
Assurance and his senior managers. The Direct~or 
stated that any identified problem requires assign
ment to an individual if it .7s to be effectively 
pursued. A QA engineer was to be assigned tc 
every. CAR issued. Hie was required to maintain 
pressure to close out the identified problem but 
still maintain integrity. Also, he stated that 
old CARs were not be closed if the corrective 
action has not been effective. An example was 
given that the 311 QA supervisor would nor close 
out a CAR on training beLAuse althov;ý there has 
been tra ining, there has pot been enough evidence 
.'f improvement. IiSLS no~.ed that QA participation 
in solving problems were not supported in the MAC 
report (see paragraph V.D.2.c(3)). At thi! Site 
Director's meetings, the emphasis is on the time
liniess to fix the CARS, and site pressure is



exerted by the Site Director. The Director empha
sized that timeliness must not reduce the needed 
action to close the CAR thoroughly. The goal of 
DQA is to reduce ttems requi.ring corrective action 
whether identified internally or by NRC or others.  
This depends greatly on site responsiveness to the 
problems. DQ&, plans to ismrove QA inspector 
training and the surveillance program is expected 
to improve. Tht intention is to identify and 
resolve problems before the IRC has to. DQA will 
encourage line participation in identifying pro
blems for correction.  

All managers agreed that more line involvement is 
needed. Site QA was making efforts to get help 
from plant personnel for audits with the intent of 
using their expertise and to point out where the 
audit empahsis should be. A change in ma;agement 
philosophy was needed. It was line managements 
responsibility to fix prob~ems as they are identi
fied and the organization should be sufficient to 
respond promptly with adcquate corrective action.  
t1anagement was putting mtne enphasis on corrective 
action but the NRC forced that issue. They saw 
the need for a review group to closely examine 
commitments before they were made and for tough 
manag.'trs who will go back to the regulators. All 
want line participation to identify problems for 
correction but found that a negative atmosphere is.  
prevalent with no positive aspects. It was noted 
that the QA engineer assignment did not apply to 
DRs although it was generally agreed that DRs 
become NRC problems in time. TVA did not have a 
clearly defined corrective action program. Also 
that there were approximately 400 open items which 
were more than one year old - a strong symptom of 
lack of prompt corrective action.  

The documents provided by DQA to the Assistant 
Manager of P&E for presentation at the MfTN meeting 
on the May perforuance and attachment 2, which wo; 
not presented, were reviewed. The analysis ot 
inspections, audits, and average age to closure is 
generally arbitrary, particularly for performance 
improvement or performance degradation indicators.  

The- vere approximately 400 o:'-n items and the 
ave.ige *,ge to closure was one year. Tre problem 
is that as approximately 45 items are closed 
another 45 are opened, so that there is not a 
significant impact on the total number of open 
items. Some average ages can be misleading. BBN 
CARs indicate an increase from 12 months to 17.  
months over a 3-month span--most likely caused by



closure of recently issued CARs with the long
standing CARs remaining open. NSRS findings have 
an open age of 20 months. The significant point 
of this information is that the corrective action 
system is not working because it is not sigiifi
cantly reducing the number of open items. Also, 
the fact that open items have an average age of 
one year confirms that the response to correct 
problems is untimely (see section V.D.2.c(4)).  

(2) Quality'Assurance Audits 

The scope of .bis activity was to review audit 
reports relating to corrective actions/corrections 
of deficiencies, conduct discussions with the 
a ditors who had performed these activities, and 
review of a random sample of other audit reports 
and the correspondence related to the deficiencies 
identified in these reports (section VII.C.8-24).  
Discussions were also held with other QA personnel 
in DQA and onsite, and plant personnel responsible 
tar interfacing with auditors, to determine the 
general 'ttitude towards the audit personnel.  

A reviet. mf the audit reports indicates that with 
a few exceptions there appeared to have Leen a 
marked .iprovement ia the corrective action audit 
function and reports, as compared with eighteen 
months earlier (see paragraph V.D.2.c:). The a;.dit 
scope was well defined and of adequate depth to 
identify problem areas. This was expressed in a 
slightly different way by plant personnel who said 
thaC in the past audits used to be shallow but 
were ccv regarded as fairly tough.  

ThL iuditors who had performed corrective action 
auif. werr well experienced individuals and they 
expressed eanuine coarern fcr the raising o
pertormance levels within T A. The auditor; 
st.'t.c that judits were not as effective as they 
cA, I. bi s..nce priority to resolve identified 
prOh ss ;: ;,vzn Lw problems identified by organi
zaiiops outside TVA. Frequently a problem would 
be -ier.tified to a plant and basically nothing was 
done to cc.Lect the problem. At a later date the 
NRC would issue a notice of violation to the plant 
for the same problem.  

C0-e example is audit report SQ-800-10, deviation 
-06, May It, 1984 where misuse of yellow bags and 
lack of labels was identified. NRC report 50-327/ 
85-20, identified the same problem flay 20, 1985, 
and tssued a Level IV violation. iThe auditors 
said that when audit findings are made known,



there is a general reaction to deny the C dit 
finding or regard it as nit-picking. If a way to 
evade the finding cat he found, it is usually 
pursued. The general theme from both QA personnel 
and plant personnel tEas that QA rets little res
pect. Al'hough audits are perceived is tdracv, 
tNSRS did not find any marked improveaent in atLi
tude. One person posed the question, "In five 
years of NSRS and QA activities, have we really 
made any marked improvement?" The general view 
expressed was that audit staff and others are 
often too busy in scheduled activities to be able 
to schedule sufficient time to make the plant 
identify and correct root causes.  

(a) Sequoyah Audit SQ-8400-14, "Sequoyah Chemis
try Program." 

From the review of the random sample of other 
audits four were selected to show the type of 
problems being identified and in one case the 
effort involved in resolving a simple issue.  
NSRS believes that .c is sound common 7ense 
and pood working practice to label conta.uers 
identifying contents with further warning if 
the :aterials are corrosive, poisonous, 
radioactive, etc., irrespective of NRC regu
lations. During the audit of SQN chemistry 
pcogram conducted September 24 through 
October 3, 1984, it was identified that, 
"CLiGtrary to the requirements of 10 CFR 
20.` 03(f), some radwaste samples are not 

o;pt'rly identified as radioactive material." 
The audir. report was sent to the plant by 
meso:ardum doaed November 2, 1984. The SQN 
response dated January 9, 1985, was that they 
did not consider the requirements cf 10 CFR 
-. 2(t(f) applied to routine sar*;ltes as well 
as co-ro3i*te samples in the cii '.trn. 'h2ora
tory o0 a nuclear power iiiant. 'his was 
allowed by the !xemptions deiiL-i u6y para
graphs (f)(3)(i). (f)(3)(ii), and ()(3)(vi) 
of 10 CFR 20.203.  

The evaluation of this response by the audit 
teas was lengthy and indicative of the effort 
sometimes forced on QA to prove that a pro
blem exists and needs to be fixed. The 
evaluation dated March 14, 1985, has been 
. ortpned; 

"The primary !.ssue of this deviation involves 
-ne deta3.ed paragraphs of 10CFR20.203(f) 

wnhicn vou ave identified 4n your response as



reasons for not labeliL, cheMistrý 1l.borry 
sample bottles.  

"We note that paragra, .s 10 CFR .;.2Yrtf)
(3)(i) and (f)(3)'iii' btth make exce, 
statements based on knnwn radioactive quan -
ties. That is, if the contents ol L0- .00
tainers are known and P-e bclrgw the .ii'ts 
set forth in these two i-a3graphs, lab,!ing 
of the containers is not -equired. Sia:e 
many of these containers are of unknown 
quantities, there IT always an ever present 
txsk that SQN is in violation of this repu
'ation. In addition, the practice of not 
labeling containers of unknown quantities is 
certainly not a conservative practice and 
could easily lead to unnecessary radioactive 
spills and contamination of personnel, equip
ment, and facilities.  

"The exceptions noted in paragraph 10 CFR 
20(f)(3)(vi) aadress personnel &ccessibiLitv 
to radioactive containers not labeled.  

"We contend that the SQN chemistry laboratory 
facilities do not approach the examples cited 
in footnote &j. :. to 10 CFR 20.203 since thec 
are readily accessible to large numbers of 
personnel other than labaratory analysts.  

"In addition to the above, we would Lik;e to 
bring attention to the fact that a lack ,f 
radiological control :-actices such as thbns., 
described in this deviation has led to an NRC 
violation (NRC S&E Report Nos. 50-259/84-37, 
50-26t,84-37, and 50-296/84-37) at Browns 
Ferry Nucle'ai Plant which now labels all 
chemical laboratory sample bnttles containing 
radioactive materials." 

SQN revised response dated April 16, 1985, 
was, "Since the time of DQA's audit in 
September, the SQN chemistry laboratory 
policy has been changed to comply with the 
requirements of 10 CFR 20.203(f)." 

NSRS observations on this audit are: 

0  Three months elapsed from time of audit 
finding to the response denial and up to 
six months to correct a minor thing such 
as putr't- a label on a bottle.



o The revised response claimed that cor
rective action had been taken in 
September 1984 when the response of 
January 9, 1985, denied the deviation.  

o There was the possibility of an NRC 
citation such as occurred at BFN, wh'le 
the correspondence was in progress.  

(b) Watts Bar Audit QWB-A-85-OC09, "Correction of 
ieriencies." 

The Watts Bar audit completed April 5, 1985, 
confirmed the lack of corrective action to 
audit finding JA-8000-13, identified December 
5, 1980. The deviation has been shortened: 

"No upper-tier TVA procedures are in place to 
describe and detail the interdivisional 
responsibilities associated with NCRs. No 
NUC PR procedures are in place to ensure that 
potential 10 CFR 50.55(e) nonconfo-mances are 
physically identified to prevent inadvertent 
use, properly reported and documentea, -id 
documentation required to support the NCh 
form (10 CFR 50.55(3) reportability eva' a 
tions, etc. A new deficiency was not wr.:;ia 
s' ice this deficiency is still open pend ig 
appropriate -orrective acrion Ly the DQA, 
Quality Syrst-is Branch." NSRS report R-85
08-OE/NUC zR also f-und the same problem.  

.cj browns Ferry Aidit QBF-A-85-0C04. "Operat
ing Status, 

bzveral audit reports pointed out that .a
blems identified during the audit had been 
previously identified by the plant QA staff.  
The inability of QA staff to achieve com
mitment for corrective action to prevent 
recurrence is evident in this BFN audit 
completed March 6, 1985. The shortened 
deviation is as follows: 

"The temporary alteration control program's 
effectiveness has been hampered by numerous 
instances of failure to follow procedural 
requirements. The plant QE staff identified 
over 100 instances of failure to comply with 
procedural requirements in a survey conducted 
in February 1984. During the past year many 
deficiencies related to temporary alteration 
control forms (TACFs) have been identified by



the plant staff, however, there was no objec
tive evidence of any corrective action being 
taken. Several of the same type problems 
ideatified Iy QE dnd the plant staff were 
also identified during the audit." 

(d) Browns Ferry Audit QBF-A-85-0013, "Fire 
Protection." 

The Browns Ferry audit compieted April 29, 
1985, is interesting in that the subject was 
fir, protection and that the BFN fire was the 
initiating event for the development of 
forma6. fire protection regulations by the 
NRC.  

INPO had identified a personnel smoking prob
lem in 1981. One deviation in the 1985 audit 
report is as follovs: 

Pant performance in the area of transient 
fire loads was generally inadequate. A large 
potent.al for accident exists because of lax 
enf.:rcement of procedures and inadequate 
attention to this critical area. In general, 
no-smoking policies were adequately incor
porated in plant standard practices. How
ever, lax enforcement of the requirements and 
inadequate training of employees was noted.  
Not all signs were conspicuously displayed.  
An employee seen smokinp in 5- iediate 
proximity of a medium trv.kicr' t Load was 
unaware of the requirements . though a 
sign was properly posted. This As a poten
tially dangerous practice, and more training 
and management emphasis on fire protection 
and safety is needed.  

From these reports it is clear that when 
problems of a minor nature are identified, 
the plants appear to be non-responsive.  

9. Interface Problems 

a. Interface Problems - OE 

The purpose of this portion of the review was to deter
mine the type of interface problems within each organi
zation (OE, OC, and NUC PR) and the external interfaces 
between organizations.  

ii 'nternal Interfaces



Interfaces and coordination required between the 
branches and projects to perform corrective action 
have been improved due to the concept of disci
pline staffing. No problems were identified at 
this time when corrective action was liaited to 
involvement of one discipline within a project.  
However, a potential for interface problems was 
identified to NSRS. Altiough no specific examples 
were given, a general perception existed of not 
being able to resolve corrective action q'ickly 
when iult.iple disciplines were involved, 

(2) NUC PR/OE 

The NUC PR/OE interface had been, in theory, 
irproved for operating plants due to locating OE 
personnel at the plant site. However, the Yocat
ing of OE people at the sites had not eliminated 
interface problems. OE still maintained NCRs 
which required NUC PR to perform corrective 
action. During the review no procedures existed 
which addressed the OE/NUC PR interface on NCR 
corrective action and disposition. For a dis
cussion of the status of of.'J'e levrl NCR inter
face procedures (see section V.D.6".  

The interface of plant .. tr ODE 9-i 'f%. Pr wai 
examined during the reviv. ; ; .. NCRs at 
BFN, SQN, and WBN (see paraprap., 

b. Interface Problems - OC 

OC personnel at WBN, BLN, and ý,a Knoxville were inter
viewed concerning problems in interfacing with organi
zations and personnel within OC and outside OC (OE, 
NUC PR, NRC, NSRS) in the C/A process.  

Personnel interviewed generally indicated no problems 
in interfacing with other organizations in OC. Com
munication on a personal level appeared to be good at 
each of the sites, though very little need for com
munication between WBN and BLN was recognized. Site 
procedures that cln-arly define responsibilities appear 
to be one reason that interfaces at the sites were 
effective. Personnel knew generally who to contact in 
various organizations when questions or conflicts arose 
and felt comfortable doing so.  

The primary C/A interface between OC and OE was the 
NCR. OC personnel felt that the established interface 
with the Design Project Organization (DPO) worked but 
could ýe more timely (see section V.C.3). OC personnel 
expressed the concern that when NCRs must be handled by 
the OF hranches, the%, have no effective interface. OC



personnel stated that they have had difficulty findin 
the proper contact and that often the responsible O0 branch person was unresponsive &and seemed to place 
little priority on the site NCRs. NSRS recommends th.-,L 
OE establish a mechanism to identify responsible branch 
individuals for specific NCRs to the M'3 and BIN CEOs 
and to ensure these individuals are responsive to CEO 
personnel on site NCRs.  

The primary C/A interfaces between OC and NUC PR occur
red at the sites in activities such as "ystem turnover 
and NCRs written by NUC PR that must be handled by OC.  This NCR interface is discussed in section V. C.3.  Necessary interfaces for system turnover were covered by interdivisional procedure ID-QA 1.2, "Transfer of Responsibility for the Plant from OE and OC to NUC PR" (now NQAN1, Part V, Section 1.2). This interface, as 
used for corrective action, had been adequate and no 
problems were indicated in interviews. OC personnel 
indicated no interface problems with outside organi
zations such as NRC, INPO, and NSRS, although they 
sometime had problems in addressing some findings.  

C. Internal Interface - NUC PR 

Cie apparent breakdown in effecting timely corrective 
action was observed in the methods used to transmit 
cc~mitment items to the individuals who were assigned 
to respond to the problem. If a cryptic line item from a computer printout used to track comitments was all the information the person had from which to determine 
the problem, he often would waste time (his time and 
others) diggiag up additional information. Worse yet, 
he might attempt to address the wrong problem because 
of this lack of detail.  

An example of a program to improve the comitment 
responses at Browns Ferry and the interface necessary 
to accomplish this had been put in place shortly before 
this review started. Compliance had started a green 
folder system. Each folder was a package containing a 
reply memorandum with tracking number, a printout of 
the comitment, any related correspondence or back
ground material and a closure sheet for the response.  
The green color immediately keyed its recipient as to what it was. Similarly, yellow folders were used for 
assignments from the site director and red folders for 
those from the plant manager.  

10. Mlanagement Attitudes 

3. Management Attitudes - O



A brief history of OE corrective action is pre
sented below. The excerpts are given to demon
strate the level of management awareness involving 
failure of the corrective action system and actions 
taken to preclude repetition. In general, a lack 
of timeliness and responsiveness towards correc
tive action had been acknowledged by OE management 
for years. This awareness had led to years of 
discussions, action plans, task forces, and memor
andums and bad resulted in a policy of corrective 
action that was directly related to meeting either 
OC or KUC PR schedules.  

0 December 1, 1982 ([i mmoas to biull, All Nuclear 
Plants - Lack of Timeliness - EDC 821201 001).  

"The problem of prompt resolution of identi
fied problems and the timeliness of correc
tive action have been ..caphasized on several 
previous occasions w.C-hout success. Lack of 
timeliness is especially important when the 
problem relates to a requirement not being 
identified or a procedure inadequacy." 

o December 7, 1982 - The OEDC Action Plan for 
Quality Improvement was issued.  

Note: The 1982 Action Plan for Quality 
Improvement was developed to add
ress root cause problems. Identifi
cation of these problems resulted 
from an intensive evaluation by QA 
managers and line managers of five 
major independent evaluations by 
NSRS and NRC of the OEDC QA program.  

o (Beasley to Kimmons, OEDC 1982 QA Action 
Plan, EBC !Z1209 014) 

"Every indication is that the 1982 Action 
Plan was worth the effort. There have been 
od~efinite improvements in all of the root 
causse areas. Hlowever, there is definite 
evidence that some of the root causes 
requirefurther attention such aste time
liesof corrective actions as we recently 
discussed." (Line adde for emphasis by 

As noted above, the timeliness of corrective 
action was to receive further management atten
tion. However, this attitude was not reflectpd in 
the following memorandum generated by the EN DES



Manager, or represented in further action taken 
through the OEDC Action Plan.  

0 December 15, 1982 (Sprouse to Kimoas, All 
Nuclear Plants - Lack of Timeliness (NEB 
821215 253) 

"Lack of timeliness has been a longstanding 
problem in resolving outstanding issues in 
EN DES. A number of steps have been taken to 
alleviate this problem, primarily as addres
sed in the 1982 Action Plan for Quality 
Improvement." 

Subsequent reports issued on the OEDC 1982 Action 
Plan did not revise the original action item.  
Each report (EDC 821209 014, EDC 830811 401, 
EDC 840217 002) stated the following: 

"Status reports and tracking systems currently 
provide line organizations and management the 
status of open items and comitments. Full imple
mentation and utilization of the TROI system will 
further enhance this information into a consistent 
format 

The action initiated in 1982 remained unchanged in 
spite of having minimal results. The TROI system 
was consistently considered the main solution for 
the lack of timeliness on open items. The reali
ties (limitations and effectiveness) of TROI were 
discussed in section V.C.4. Therefore, it should 
be understandable why minimal results in correc
tive action were acknowledged by OEDC management, 
NRC, NSRS, and OQA in 1983.  

o May 25, 1983 - Meeting held with TVA manage
ment representatives and NRC-OIE Region II 
management to discuss TVA's failure to pro
perly and promptly respond lo identified 
problems (reference EDC 830815 017).  

o May 31, 1983 - Kimons to Those listed, OEDC 
Responsiveness in Resolving Findings and Open 
Issues Which Rave Been Identified by NRC, 
KSRS, TVA QA, and Others (EDC 830601 012) 

"OEDC's failure to promptly correct deficien
cies and to promptly resolve open issues has 
been identified repeatedly over the past few 
years by NRC, NSRS, the TVA quality assurance 
organization, and others as a major organi
zational problem. Each time this lack of



responsiveness has been brought to my atten
tion we have, together, determined that we 
would correct the situation and have assured 
the NRC and our management that this would be 
done. We have failed to achieve the needed 
results." (Line added for emphasis by NSRK.) 

a August 21, 1984 (Cantrell to OE Employees, 
All Projects - Quality Policy, DES 840821 
017). The OE policy on corrective action is 
documented in the quality policy in this 
memorandum issued by the Hanager of the 
Office of Engineering. This policy empha
sized the establishment of a strong correc
tive action program. The program stressed 
the following key elements: 

- Corrective action to the design process 
was to be prompt and stress real root 
causes rather than generalization and 
excuses.  

- Corrective action was not to result in 
the proliferation of written procedures 
or more complex procedures.  

- Corrective action was to provide a 
feedback mechanism to other organi
zations performing similar work.  

- Branch chiefs and project managers would 
personally commit sufficient time and 
attention to ensure proper and adequate 
corrective action.  

The documented policy was clear and concise, but 
the actions taken by OE in the corrective action 
process have not reflected it. (Refer to para
graph V.C.l0.b for an example.) This example is 
not to be addressed as an isolated problem. It is 
included to represent an OE management attitude 
and philosophy.  

One reason for the lack of positive action may be 
the unfamiliarity of management with the .7orrec
tive action policy. The unfamiliarity was observed 
and documented in a NUC PR audit of OE dated 
April 20, 1985. This audit was designed to gen
erally assess management policies affecting qual
ity. Excerpts from the audit report (POE"A85
0001, Management Roles and Involvement in the 
Control of Quality) are listed below.



o All managers had read the mnemorandum (Cantrell, 
Quality Policy); but based on responses to 
interview questions, the audit team concluded 
that not all managers were familiar with key 
points of the policy.  

o Solving quality problems was not on the 
"highest priority" list of most managers.  
The highest priority appeared to be mneting 
the schedule.  

0 When asked how the Mfanager of OE's policy on 
timely and responsive identification and 
resolution of quality problems was being 
implemented, most managers referred to the 
TROt system.  

o The audit team concluded that the top manage
ment policy towards quality had not been 
translated into specific goals and objec
tives.  

The NSRS substantiated these documented obser
vations during the corrective action review. The 
OE corrective action system was tied to the TROI 
system. TROI input was essentially tied to the 
schedule. In reality, the corrective action 
system was tied closely to the schedule.  

Although an effort had been underway to reduce the 
age of open items, no real reductions had yet been 
realized. Managers were anticipating the implemen
tation of OEP-17 which would provide a means of 
transferring open items to IdUC PR and closing the 
item in OE records if OE has completed their 
involvement. This was seen by OE as a positive 
step in reducing open items. Questions on how 
NIX PR would track these items or how actual 
NIJC PR work on these items would be verified were 
answered with uncertainties and statements of, 
"Why should OE care?" 

(1) Example of Current OE Management attitude 
concerning the implementation of OE quality 
policy 

The following example documents the OE 
responses to an investigation of Browns Ferry 
piping ana lys is/ support design activities 
(I-84-33-IFN). The example was not isolated.  
The consistent nonresponsiveness to NSRS 
reports had also been recently acknowledged 
by the Manager of Power and Engineering. A 
consultant was currently being utilized by



P&E to review responses before they are 
issued in an attempt to have meaningful 
responses generated by P&E.

3/29/85 a NSRS completed investigation. Discussed 
eight recommendations with OE management 
at exit meeting.

OE comitted to reviewing recomen
dations and initiating corrective act
ions. Agreement established that OE 
would respond to draft NSRS report 
before final report was issued.  

5/1/85 o Draft NSRS report (1-84-33-BEN) was 
issued. OK was to provide response to 
recommendations within 30 days.  

5/24/85 o Inquiry by NSRS as to status of OE 
response. OE misunderstood that a 
response was required to draft report 
and committed to having "as much as 
possible" before 5/31/85.

5/31/85 o OE issued "draft" coments. NSRS con
sidered responses to be incomplete and 
nonresponsive.

6/7/85 o 
(QO1 850607 050)

6/24/85 o 
(B41 850624 003)

NSRS issued final report for I-84-33-BFN 
with cover letter stating that OE 
responses had not been meaningful. OE 
was requested to respond to recomen
dations by June 21, 1985.  

OE was given specific areas that 
responses must address (i.e., scheduled 
completion dates, corrective actions 
taken, results achieved).  

OE issued response to KSRS report.  
Responses were incomplete. Specific 
areas requested by NSRS, to be addres
sed, were not.

1/30/85 o Meeting held between NSRS and OE manage
ment. Another response to be generated 
by OE by 9/1/85.

Conclusion: Six months after identification of specific 
problem areas, corrective action responses 
were not acceptable to NSRS. OE action has 
neither been prompt nor stressing the real



root cause. Miost GE effort has been t~o pro
vide generalizations and excuses. Actions 
taken by OE have not been in keeping with 
the OE manager's issued quality policy.  

b. Mianagement Attitudes--OC 

Management attitudes in OC toward C/A were evaluated by 
interviewing managers and their subordinates and by 
reviewing various C/A taken.  

The attitudes of individuals in OC toward their own 
responsibilities in C/A were generally good. All 
personnel interviewed appeared to understand what C/A 
is, though some felt it important to distinguish be
tween C/A and action required to prevent recurrence 
(ARPR). Ro'vever, responsibilities of individuals .3 
C/A tended to be very limited in scope, so that gei
erally no single individual had overall responsibilitv 
for any particular C/A. See sections V.C.4 and V..  
for related discussion and sections V.D.l, V.D.6, 
V.13.7, and V.D.8 for examples of apparent attitude 
problems. Almost every OC manager interviewed 
expressed at least one frustration with the system 
ranging from "the QAPs change too often" to "the C/A 
program can't work as well as it should because the 
responsibilities for C/A are too widespread." These 
frustrations indicated a deficiency in the "corporate 
attitude" toward C/A in that the organization, the 
program, and the management tools in use for C/A did 
not place emphasis on C/A automatically. C/A emphasis 
or priority appeared to be dependent on the good inten
tions of individuals rather than being built into the 
system.  

Deficiencies in the "corporate attitude" toward C/A 
that manifest themselves in failure to take adequate 
and timely C/A, result, at least in part, from diffused 
responsibilities. The responsibility for coordinating, 
and expediting if necessary, the resolution of a spe
cific problem, including specific C/A and action to 
prevent recurrence, should be assigned to an ind!.id
ual. This is not intended to circumvent the use of 
tracking systems but to en~hance their use by resolving 
coordination problems when necessary. These responsi
ble individuals should have the authority to contact 
any person in P&E about specific problems.  

C. Mianagement Attitudes - hOC PR 

There was general agreement among those contacted that 
TV'A has to do a better job with timely and effective 
corrective action. The problem was in how to change 
old thoughts and mindsets. Most lower and middle



managers did not have other nunclear experience to draw 
on, and promoting from within had led to inbreeding of 
management practices. There was a need for infusion of 
fresh ideas by gaining experience at other plants and 
other utilities.  

There was still too much emphasis on the negative 
aspects of the corrective action process. Managers 
were often critical of QA, stating that they, were held 
accountable, not QA. A proposed response to this 
attitude would be to suggest that more managers be 
rotated through QA positions as part of their manage
ment development. There is an attitude change needed 
regarding correcting problems. That is, when deficien
cies are recognized, the need is to COrrect them, not 
to skirt around the issue.  

TVA was felt as not having defined itself adequately to 
the NRC. What was regarded as necessary was a well 
defined focal point and a clear-cut organizational 
structure. The recent appointment of Hugh Parris as 
head of TVA's nuclear business was regarded as a strong 
step in this direction. The need for "getting your 
signals straight" bad to start at the top. The need 
for more realistic goals and objectives was expressed.  
WVA would have to get good at the nuclear business 
before aiming at being the best.  

Overall, the reorganization was looked on favorably.  
There wa,; a perception that. more direct control and 
acc..unr-ability ,."dresult. Also, better communi
cation was expected to aev.tlop from Central Office 
and Knoxville Personnel being brought to the sites.  

D. Special Problems 

1. Nonconformance Report OE/NCU PR Interface 

NSRS report R-85-08-OE/NUC PR is sumarized and included in 
the corrective action report to emphasize the results of 
inadequate management controls over a system (NCR-FEI ER) 
shown to be defective. It is intended to be an example of 
failure to take timely, responsive, corrective action.  

A summary of both the draft and issued responses from Power 
and Engineering is also include'd. It is intended to be an 
example of a TVA response to identified deficiencies.  

In April 1985 NSRS conducted a special review of the circum
stances surrounding the issuance and handling of the noncon
formance report (NCR) SQNNEB8501, which addressed the accu
racy of the SQN instruments used to monitor containment 
pressure during postaccident conditions.



The review concluded that the "NCR identifying the potential 
- problem and its associated failure evaluation/engineering 

report (FE/ER) were not processed in accordance with estab
lished OE procedures. Further review of NCR-FE/ERs issued 
by OE to SQN indicated that noncompliance with established 
process timeframes was a common occurrence within OE. The 
root cause for this deficiency was inadequate management 
controls to assure that the process was carried out as 
intended. It appeared that this was not a problem that had 
just occurred but one that had been identified by internal 
review and audit organizations in the past. Decisive and 
effective management actions had not been taken to correct 
this longstanding problem.  

The NSRS report contains recomendations "considered per
tinent to an improved NCR process with effective management 
controls to make it work." Two conclusion./ recommendations 
relevant to the corrective action review are R-85-08
OE/NUC PR-02 and R-85-08-OE/NUC PR-06. They are summarized 
as follows: 

R-85-08-OE/KUC PR-02: Inadequate OE and MUC PR procedures 
for initiataing and processing NCRs-FE/ERs.  

0 No central responsibility or formal action tracking 
system to assure the timely processing of NCR-FE/ERs 
through OE.  

o OE and NUC PR procedures do not interface properly.  

o Scope of the FE/ER process was not well defined 
regarding compontnt versus system/plant applicability.  

Recommendations: 

0  Formal definition of an up-to-date and effective inter
face between all participating TVA organizations.  

o NCR-FE/ERs should also be tracked across major organi
zational interfaces.  

R-85-Go-uI/NUC PR-06: Failure of management to correct 
prob leas with tiaeliness and responsiveness involving the 
NCR-FE/ER process.  

o Problems with timeliness and responsiveness in identi
fying, documenting, and correcting nonconforming condi
tions adverse to quality represent a longstanding 
problem. They have been identified by audit organiza
tions and recognized by TVA management as a problem as 
far back as 1980 but are yet to be corrected.  

RecommendjicCs:



* Establtsh improved management controls and intensify 
(deptL and frequency) the audit activities in these 
areas i assure compliance with ICR-EE/ER procedures.  

o Take prompt and decisive managemenit actions to correct 
any identified weaknesses.  

The initial draft response of Power and Engineering to ices 
-02 (inadequate procedures) was to establish a task force to 
review the ICRS-FE/ER process and then revise related proce
dures.  

The draft response to item -06 (failure of management to 
correct problems with timeliness and respo.siveness iasvolv
ing the ICR-FE/ER process) was to emphasize the aew OEP 
system which became effective June 28, 195. "With the 
implementation of this new comprehensive system and the 
associated training of all OE employees in its philosophy 
and requirements, we believe that the proper emphasis on 
management controls and accountability will be in place to 
significantly improve our timeliness and responsiveness." 
However, during the course of the review, a variety of 
personnel weve interviewed and questioned concerning the new 
OEP-17 (corrective action). Most individuals stated that it 
involved new forms and words for the same old thing. go one 
indicated or perceived that the system would enhance time
liness or responsiveness.  

The overall draft response to the K5MS report was not accep
table. A revised "final" response was subsequently issued 
by NLC PR on August 6, 1985. The response further detailed 
the steps taken by the task force in their review and revi
sion of procedures.  

In theory, the approach to corrective action was acceptable.  
The success to this approach will be in the prompt and 
continued implementation of the revised procedures. The TVA 
QA organizations are to "ensure that the depth and frequercy 
of verification activities are increased in order to monitor 
NUC PR and OE compliance with procedure requirements and 
timely and responsive processing of CAQs." The minimal 
effectiveness of QA organizations in identifying probless 
with corrective action has been previously detailed in 
V.C.8. nanagement must ensure that positive, aggressive 
verification activities are initiated by all QA organi
zations.  

2. Nuclear Regulartary Comission/Outside Agency Review 

a. 'JAC Inspection and Review 

This section examines interface activities such as TVA 
responsev to notices of violation, SALP reports., and 
,RC inpac: on TVA organization and policy impact.



A review of respn1 es by WA to MC atice of vio
lattias shows that we freqouetly send inadequate 
r-peases. Each Nstice of violation contains the 
:aiowiag statement: 

Pursuant to 10 CaR 2.201, you are required to 
sablmt to this office withis 30 days of this 
otice, a wrictea starmnt or ezplanation in 

reply, inclading: (1) adrissim or denial of the 
alleged violatioas; (2) the -nc for the vio
lations if aitted; (3) the corrective steps 
which have been taken and the resalts achieved; 
(4) corrective steps which will be taken to awaid 
farther violatios; sd (5) the date hen fall 
compliance will be achieved.  

A response which does Nst address each of these ites 
is considered inadequate and usually results in a 
"request" for an additioe.l response. As well as the 
additional paperwork, tracking reequircnt and manage
uezt tiae for review, it lowers the credibility that 
the corrective actioa has been effective. Trannxag for 
personnel preparina respooses is essential and review 
of responses for adequacy by Comliance (or QA) should 
be sandatory. Failure to do this will only result in 
escalation and increase the adiaistrative burden on 
top management. An exanple is the Watts Bar response 
to violation 50-3901/-5-0 where as a result of an 
unadequate respoose, WI comitted to z fomal adequacy 
revies of responses to RC violations by seaior manage
meat before response transasssion. This review was to 
include the Site Director, Plant Hnag.r, Plant QA 
Staff Supervisor,and the Campliance Group Supervisor.  
KSRS recamends that instructioas be given to all 
personnel iavolved in the preparation of responses to 
the RC. This could take the form of required reading 
or focral instruction. The instruction should include 
the zupact on top managemnt when inadequate responses 
are made.  

The RC Systeau-c Assessment of Licensee Performance 
(SALP) report provides an objective view of TVA manage

seat controls. Positive corrective action to concerns 
expressed at ORC enforcement meetings and SALP reports 
would have provided ans uproed regulatory enviroament.  
The following are extracts from the SALP report cover
iat the period January 1, 1983 through February 29, 
1934.  

"TWA has the largest professional staff of any utility 
in the country and is regarded as having one of the 
more techtically coupetrnt staffs in the iodustry.  
KvVryr. r.A. :5 s;t. expercencing difficultry la focus
:Oag :is sta:f a*n: suf tc ent I- to prevent problems



identified at one site from recurring at oue or more of 
the other sites. In addition, lack of timely correc
tive action continues to be a problem when iuterdivr
sional coordination is required for resolution of 
issues.  

Although Browns Ferry performance remains acceptable, 
all of the areas identified in the previous SALW as 
having major weaknesses (plant operation, radiological 
controls, maiitenance, security and safeguards, and 
qeality assurance) still have major weaknesses and 
still need additional managment attention. Major 
weaknesses Were also identified in refueling operations 
which require additional manageinet attention. The 
weaesses are believed to have been caused by the lack 
of management attention to the identification of the 
root cause of problems and inadequate corrective 
action, filling key management positions with managers 
having a minimum of actual BlR operating experience 
(first and second level supervision of licensed opera
trrs, senior reactor operators and reactor engineers), 
a failure to develop procedures which ensure that 
regulatory requiriments are met, weaknesses in the 
general employee training program relating to the need 
for strict compliance with procedures and other regu
latory requirements and the lack of an effective QA 
program." 

"The Sequoyah facility has improved in overall perfor
mance since the last SALP period. Major strengths were 
noted in the radiological controls, maintenance, sur
veillance, fire protection, and refueling areas.  
Operations was also strong during much of the period, 
but a temporary decline in performance later in the 
period reduced the overall performance level. Weak
messes, requiiLng management attention, appeared in 
emergency preparedness and quality assurance. Problems 
in emergency preparedness relate to the weak organ.
zational structure of this area. Quality Assurance 
weaknesses stem primarily from the management of the 
uffsite audit organization. Although not a true 
strength, the security and safeguards area did improve 
from the previous SALP, due mainly to the reorgani
zation of the corporate nuclear security organization." 

On July 3, 1985, the KRC Executive Director for Opera
tions wrote to the TVA Chairman, Board of Directors.  
His letter stated that the staff was concerned about 
performance deficiencies at TVA's nuclear facilities as 
indicated by a sustained and consistent history of poor 
performance and from a nuber of more recent event; at 
TVA's nuclear facilities. The area of staff concern 
6~a:: :



o Allegations fro IVA employees (TVA has already 
taken steps to improve the employee concerns 
program).  

o SALP history including BF RPIP.  

o Review of Enforcement listory (TVA had received 
over one thousand violations in the past four 
years and 14 civil penalties with a total dollar 
value of $910,625. The disproportionate magnitude 
of violations, -a er and severity level of civil 
peralties, sad .meagent related nature of the 
violations oeh compared to other utilities served 
to highlight the overall managemnt weakuessm ) 

o TVA Operating Experience (In a omparison with 
other utilities, it appeared that TVA had encoun
tered operational problems at a greater frequency 
than most other facilities.) 

o Management Structure and Experience (The NRC staff 
believed that there was a significant lack of 
nuclear operations experienced key managers which 
could be a prime cause for the problems being 
encountered.) 

On July 18, 1985, the Chairman, TVA Board of Directors, 
informed the NRC Executive Director for Operations that 
the Board bad been concerned about TVA's nuclear pro
gram performance for some time. On July 9, 1985, they 
had announced a clear assignment of responsibilities 
under H. G. Parris for all TVA nuclear activities.  

The Board also was making a major effort to remove the 
salary constraints for key personnel in TVA's nuclear 
program. They were working with Ute Ccngress to hope
fully have an early resolution of this problem.  

As a result of the NRC Execitive Director for Opera
tions intervention, it is highly unlikely that Region 
II will reduce inspection levels and almost certain 
that inspection will be intensified at BUM. Therefore 
it is extremely important for supervision to stress the 
necessity of prompt corrective action and demonstrate 
it in practice, for credibility with the ORC to be 
restored.  

b. IMPO Reviews 

Review of the IMPO evaluations of Browns Ferry and 
Sequoyah revealed the following examples which show 
tnat comitaents given to these findings were either 
not met or that the corrective action taken was inade
quate and followup not performed.



(1) IMP Evaluation of Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant 

Uncontrolled Instructions 

The 1981 finding was that approved procedures and 
policies were not in effect to prevent the use of 
uncontrolled instructions, notes, or drawings 
attached to plant components or consoles. This 
finding was repeated in the 1982 and 1984 DIPO 
evaluations.  

BFN response to the 1984 finding was that a stan
dard practice is being written on "Use and Control 
of Informal Notes, Iat-=ton, and Drawings in 
the Plant." The standard practice would be POEC 
approved and in use by June 1985.  

During the review ending July 10, 1985, NSRS 
determined that no standard practice of this title 
was in use at BEN illustrating lack of timeliness 
in completing action committed to. It was veri
fied that this item was still open on the coin~it
sent tracking cYstem under control nimbr NCO-85
0041-006.  

Operations Control 

The 1982 finding (OP.2-1) was that operators 
allowed some annunciators to flash in an alarmed 
condition for prolonged periods without investi
gating the cause of the alarm. The 1984 finding 
(OP.3-2) noted that alarming annunciators were not 
routinely checked.  

BEN response to the 1984 finding was that unit 
operators would be instructed to routinely deter
mine if the annunciator's condition was clear and 
to notify the Operations Supervisor of any problem 
annunciators. The Operations Supervisor would 
initiate action using the approved jumer and 
lifted lead procedures to disable problem annun
ciators, when possible.  

During the review ending July 10, 1985, MRiS could 
not determine whether this problem still existed 
since all three reactor units at BEN were shut 
down. The action item to develop alarm response 
instructions was being tracked under control 
number NCO-85-0246-018.  

Status of Plant Systems 

The 1931 finding (Crtterion E) was that tagout 
status was not verified by persons responsible for



work on the tagged out equipment before beginin 
work.  

The 1981 finding (Criterion G) was that tagout 
audits or an assessment of the status of tagouts 
was neither required nor conducted.  

The 1982 finding (OP.3-5) was that a periodic 
review and audit of the status of outstanding 
tagouts is needed.  

The 1984 finding (OP.3-1) was that administrtive 
controls governing the use of caution tap needed 
to be improved. Caution tags were sometimes 
incorrectly used, often remained installed for 
extended periods of time, and conveyed operating 
information that bad not been incorporated into 
operating procedures.  

The BEN response to the 1984 finding was that the 
quarterly review of clearance tags was now being 
used to release and incorporate as many caution 
orders as possible into the appropriate procedures 
and to verify that existing tags were legible and 
still applicable.  

During this review NSRS did not examine the effec
tiveness of tag utilization and control at BFN.  

Radiation Surveillan Xnd Control 

The 1981 finding (General Criterion - Personnel 
Controls) was that. reasonable controls should be 
established and enforced to prevent unnecessary 
exposure of personnel to radioactive materials 
through ingestion or inhalation. Contrary to this 
generally accepted practice, eating, drinking, 
smoking, and chewing were permitted in radio
logically controlled areas of the plant (exclusive 
of posted contamination areas). Personnel were 
observed to be smoking and eating in the health 
physics lab immediately adjacent to radioactive 
sample counting stations.  

The 1982 finding was that smoking and chewing were 
permitted in some potentially contaminated areas 
of the plant.  

The 1984 finding (RP.5-1) was that the plant 
poilicy prohibiting eating, smoking, and drinking 
in the regulated areas was not being complied with 
by workeras.



The BEN response to the 1984 finding was that 
additional management and supervisory attention 
would be given to enforce plant policy on eating, 
smoking, and drinking in regulated areas.  

Plant activity was not inspected by NSRS during 
this review. However, a QAB audit report QBF-A
85-0013 dated Hay 29, 1985, noted "lax enforcement 
of the no smoking requirements." 

Operational Procedures 

BFN 1984 finding (OP.2-1) was that assistant unit 
operators (AUO) watchstanding practives needed 
improvement. Many instances were noted in which 
AUOs did not fully investigate, correct, or report 
abnormal indications and material deficiencies. It 
should be noted that this was the first time this 
item had been identified by INPO at BFN, but it 
had been previously identified by INPO in 1982 at 
SQN.  

BFN response was that annual requalification 
training would be used to stress the responsi
bilities associated with watchstanding practices.  
The assistant shift engineer on shift would be 
required to periodically monitor AUO rounds to 
ensure conformance with program requirements.  
These actions would begin in March 1985.  

The effectiveness of the corrective action taken 
at BFN was not examined by NSRS during this 
review.  

(2) INTO Evaluation of Sequoyah Nuclear Plant.  

Operation Control 

The 1982 finding (OP.3-5) was that operators did 
not always properly monitor the common annunciator 
panels in the control room. Annunciators on this 
panel were allowed to be in an alarmed condition 
for extended periods of time.  

The 1984 finding (OP.5-1) was that some control 
room and local panel annunciators did not have 
response procedures. Some existing response 
procedures did not correspond to the proper alarm 
window. As a result, operators relied on memory 
and supervisory assistance when responding to 
these alarms. It was recognized that review and 
updating of procedures was in progress.



The SQN response to the 1984 finding was that an 
ongoing review and updating of control room annun
ciator responses had been in progress since March 
1983 and would be completed by October 1984.  
Preparation of local panel annunciator response 
instructions for major local panels was initiated 
in November 1983 and would be completed by January 
1985.  

Verification of completion of annunciator response 
instructions was not perfomed during the =SRS 
review.  

Operational Procedures 

The 1982 finding (OP.3-1) was that sow assistant 
unit operator-, (ADO) did not notice or taken 
appropriate &ction to report and identify material 
deficiencies during routine plant tours.  

The 1984 finding (OP.3-1) was that some assistant 
unit, operators (AUO) did not identify or take 
appropriate actions on material deficiencies.  
Numerous water or steam leaks and improper lubri
cation of rotating equipment were not being 
reported or corrected.  

The SQN response to -he 1984 finding was that 
emphasis would be pl- ceo ýs identifying and report
ing material deficiencies iz ring AUO requalifi
cation training. Training woul' be completed by 
June 1984. The training evidently was successful 
since numerous maintenance requests initiated by 
AOUs were observed during the ISRS 1985 mainte
nance program review (reference VII. C.73).  

Summarv 

It is clear from this review of INPO evaluations and 
related TVA actions that the corrective action to INPO 
identified findings has not always been effective.  
NSRS recomends that when problems are identified by 
INPO, that positive steps be taken to fix them in a 
timely manner. Also, INPO findings at one plant loca
tion could well be applicable to other plants. NSRS 
recomends that INPO evaluations performed at one plant 
and TVA responses be reviewed for applicability to 
other plants.  

c. Management Analysis Company Review

(I) Major Problem Areas - RPIP



The BEN RPIP commenced January 27, 1984. Shortly 
afterwards TVA ave a contract to h1anagement 
Analysis Company MeIA) to perform an assessment of 
the BFN RPIP and related administrative burdens.  
This review of the MiAC report covers only those 
items which appear to impact the corrective action 
process.  

The HAC report con~firmned that five problem cate
gories stated in the RPIP accounted for the large 
majority of documented deficiencies at BEN: 

0 "Failure to follow procedures, both when the 
procedure is clear as well as when the pro
cedure is unclear or inadequate.  

0 Failure to provide adequate, workable pro
cedures.  

o Failure to perform work correctly and com
pletely.  

0 Not enough time to perform adequate, in-depth 
evaluation of events and methods.  

o Not enough time to follow through to com
pletion of corrective action." 

(2) Perceptions of Management 

MAC stated that the organization di,- not perceive 
management as people oriented and dedicated to 
achieving a high level of quality in job per
formance. The report state~s: 

This perception could be considered as one of 
the environmental factors influencing the 
implementation of RPIP. It was included as 
one of the underlying reasons for past compli
ance problems, because it. was quite wide
spread, well beyond the heightened level of 
conflict between the line and quality organi
zations expected in an organization experienc
ing quality problems. The RPIP does not 
address this perception and hence tends to be 
viewed by the organization as a negative or 
punitive approach. If this perception is 
allowed to persist it will reduce the effec
tiveness of the RPIP because it does not have 
the full support of the personnel.  

Interviews of TVA supervisory staff by MAC 
resulted in receipt of typical remarks such as the 
following:



"Too much emphasis on just meeting minimum 
requirements." 
"Management does not want to hear about 
problems." 
"IManagement says that if the NRC does not say 
that this was a problem then it is not a 
p rob lem." 
"Mtanage ent only responds when NRC leans on 
them." 
"We know where most of the problems are and 
can solve them if management will listen and 
provide the resources and backing." 

(3) QA/QC/OE 

The MAC report stated that the Quality Assurance 
(QA), Quality Engineering (QE), and Quality Con
trol (QC) functions were not effective or properly 
utilized by line management to help in achieving a 
satisfactory level of compliance.  

o Interviews indicated that: 

- The Office of "uality Assurance (OQA) 
did not spend enough time in the field 
conducting meaningful audits.  

- The level of training and experience 
within the field QE/QC organization 
(particularly QC) was insufficient to 
command respect from the line organi
zation.  

- Input from QC/QE to the line management 
on problem identification has had low 
credibility.  

- Management had been unwilling to dele
gate effective stop-work authority to 
the field QE function. As a result, QE 
used 100 percent reviews and withheld 
signatures to correct problemr.  

- QF was operating as part of the line 
organization review and approval pro
cess.  

- lManagement's emphasis on reducing the 
number of deficiencies combined with 
assigning QE a role in solving the 
problems they identified had tended to 
submerge problem identification.



o Review of NRC and TVA deficiency documents 
indicated that: 

- The OQA audit program did not cover all 
areas important to compliance, and 
audits were not conducted in sufficient 
depth.  

- Deficiency trending and analysis had not 
been developed into an effective, posi
tive line management tool for imp roving 
performance.  

The M1AC report noted that it was common for organi
zations experiencing quality and compliance pro
blems to increase the involvement of the quality 
organization to assure that the work is satis
factory. Unfortunately, this approach does not 
cure the problems which led to poor quality and 
tends to place the responsibility for quality on 
the QA organization rather than on the organi
zation performing the work.  

Reconuendations made by K1AC were: 
" Establish an onsite audit and quality evalu

ation QA organization with the responsibility 
for assuring that all site organizations 
perform quality work.  

" The organization should be staffed with suf
ficient numbers of personnel with expertise 
in conducting programmatic audits of all 
onsite activities.  

o Assign responsibility to onsite QA for plan
ning and directing performance of product
oriented audits.  

o The onsite QA organization should be respon
sible to the Site Director for quality pro
gram implementation.  

o The NCO QA organization should be responsible 
for assuring that all offsite organizations 
perform quality work and that the onsite QA 
organization performs its assigned functions.  

o The QC inspection function should be strength
ened by acquiring more experienced inspectors 
or training experienced craftsmen as inspec
tors.



The QC organization should be responsible to 
the line management for meeting their inspec
tion needs.  

o The QC organizati;on need not be an integral 
part of the site QA organization. However, 
it must be structured with sufficient inde
pendence to preclude intimidation by the 
individuals performing the work or their 
imediate supervision.  

(4) Lack of Timely/Effective Zorrective Action 

The MAC report noted that corrective ac? ion by the 
line organization to resolve problems identified 
through normal channels such as line supervision, 
'ield change requests (FCR), and the test program 
,r through external channels such as QA/QC, INPO, 
and NRC had been utimely and/or inaffectiv*, 

o Review of the NRC and TVA deficiency records 
indicated that: 

- A large backlog of open CARs, some 
several years old, had been allowed to 
accumulate.  

- The fire protection enforcement problem 
was due largely to untimely corrective 
action.  

(5) RPIP Contents/Provisions 

The MAC report noted that the RPIP had not addres
sed strengthening the organization's ability to 
respond successfully when stressel. Keeping the 
first line supervision in the field with clear 
direction and responsibility fo- the defined work 
is the first step, and this was already included 
in the RPIP. The second step involved strengthen
ing the organi7ation's ability to solve problems 
without resorting to crisis management. The MAC 
report was an excellent sumnary of the situation 
aL SFN and it predicted the reductions of RPIP 
effectiveness early in the program life. The 
report received top maiagement review when issued 
in June 1984. NSRS recomends that the MAC recom
mendations not already implemented be reevaluated 
to determine improvement potential in any present 
or proposed future organization changes.



3. Browns Ferry Regulatory Performance 1fr;vmemmt Program 

The Browns Ferry Regulatory Performance L.proveu:,'. iL g.:am 
(BFN RPIP) is the largest corrective aUtion program under
taken by TVA, excluding the BFN fire restoration program.  
It was prompted by HRC expressed concern that violations 
cited against BFN had continued to rise. The RPIP was noc 
the first such program initiated by TVA. In Octoher 1981, 
an 8-point program was announced with the formal goal of 
achieving a SALP rating above average. The 8-point program 
was replaced by a 6-point program in 1982.  

In January 1984, a memorandum frow the BEN Plant Superin
tendent noted that violations of NRC regulations in 1983 had 
increased. A review of the recent SALP report, INPO audit 
reports, NRC violations, and Licensee Events Reports indi
"ted the same degrading level of performance. Seven goals 
were identified for improving BFN performance. In addition, 
steps were taken to reduce the number of hourly personnel 
assigned to unit 3 refueling outage and plant maintenance 
sections to a level where management controls could maintain 
regulatory compliance.  

The BFN RPIP was issued by the Director of Nuclear Power, on 
January 27, 1984.  

The stated intent of the plan was to provide immediate 
improvement in regulatory performance. The program was 
divided into two distinct phases. The first, known as the 
Short Term Action Plan, was intended to attain positive 
management control and organizational discipline and provide 
individual accountability. The second phase known as the 
Long Term Action Plan was intended to establish the environ
ment for continued improvement. The Director of Nuclear 
Power had total responsibility for ensuring that the BFN 
RPIP was implemented and all desired results were achieved.  
The implementation planning document for skort-term action 
items was issued by February 6, 1984. This identified 
responsible managers and employees, established the schedule 
and sequence tor implementiar tasks, criteria for comple
tion, and the need for task status. The implementation 
planning for long-term action items was to be established 
coasistent with progress in completing short-term activi
ties. Criteria were established for measuring the overall 
effectiveness of the program.  

The RPIP meetings were held every two weeks until July 30, 
1984, and every month thereafter. They were well attended 
and had representatives from activities affecting BFN. It 
was recognized that the program encompassed a great number 
of jctiviries and that it could be quite some time period to



see results. Support', y. the attendees was evident and some 
aad confidence that. positive results woulf' emerge in a few 
months. This was not the position of some observers. At a 
meet cg in Atlanta on FeULru4- 17, 1984, t, discuss the BFN 
RPIP, the NRC strongly stcIedi t'.i to* ttu improvemeLt 
program to be successful tiere Du't be involvement of the 
working level people. They questioned :ae lev*l of '2put 
'tLt working leve-. 2ople had on the RPIP. ' Mc 1984, 
Management Analysis LCmpany ((K) rep>r*ed ' t 2F per 
sonnel did not per:eive management 's people-orikn ct arti 
dedicated to achieving a high level of qual':y in job per
formance (see section V.D.2.c). In July 1984, NBIS report 
R-84-20-BFN pointed out the low morale of engineers at BFN.  
However, significant improvements were made with the RPIP 
short-tern objectives.  

NRC Region II increased their effort to monitor progress of 
the RPIP. A third resident inspector was assigned and a 
Regional Supervisor conducted monthly on-site reviews of 
TVA-BFN efforts to effect improvement in performance. Also, 
quarterly meetings between senior regional and TVA manage
ment were arranged. The RPIP was officially recognized by 
confirmatory NRC Order EA84-54 on July 13, 1984.  

The RPIP program was not conducted in isolation. The plant 
continued to operate which placed the burden on fewer plant 
staff while personnel were removed from duties for training.  
Citices were constructed for maintenance engineering, train
ing, QA staff, RPIP personnel, and for design staff trans
ferred from Knoxville to BFN during December 1984.  

Organizational changes also occurred. On February 21, 1984, 
the Offices of Power, Engineering Design, and Construction 
were combined. On April 30, 1984, the Office of Nuclear 
Power was established. The Director of NUC PR became Site 
Director, Browns Ferry, and the BFN Plant Manager reported 
to the Site Director. A RPIP manager was selected during 
October 1984.  

During the return to service of unit 3 on October 22, 1984, 
the NRC stated that BFN violated its technical specifi
cations, failed to follow plant procedures, and failed to 
ensure adequate management control. Two independent TVA 
review teams substantiated NRC's findings and concluded that 
management control of the operational activities of Browns 
Ferry was the area which most contributed to the incident.  
This was the first serious indication that the RPIP had not 
reached the level of implementation expected.  

A number of events occurred which resulted in all units 
being in a shutdown mode by March 19, 1985. On August 14,



1994, overpressurization of unit I core spray system occur
red and resulted in a civil penalty of $100,000. On 
December 5, 1984, a safeguards violation resulted in a 
S50,U0O civil penalty. A number of violations, principally 
concerned with inadequate plant mnaintenance, have not been 
included in this summary. Unit 2 was shut down for the 
fifth refueling outage on September 15, 1984, Unit 1 was 
shut down on Mlarch. 19, 1985, and Unit 3 was shut down on 
March 9, 1985, following discrepancies in instruments mneasur
ing the level of cooling water above the core and improper 
operator actions. This resulted in a civil penalty of 
$150,000.  

Work on the RPIP continued. One encouraging activrity was 
the personal contact of the Site Director with groups of 
2.5-50 persons known as "Involveamet Sessions." The discus
sions centered around improving performance by doing things 
right, following the rules, attitude, teamwork and employee 
involvement. As of May 28, 1985 the Site Director had met 
with 1800 employees. He stated that some of the better 
ideas came from the middle management level.  

NTRC Region LI, including J. Nelson Grace, were present at 
the RPIP meeting on Mlay 28, 1985. All short-term items and 
87 out of 118 long-term items were considered complete.  
Procedural changes are in process with a goal for completion 
within 18 months from flay 28, 1985. The updating of system 
drawings, which involves a physical walkdown of each system 
and review of all work plans, is scheduled for completion by 
August 1, 1986. With the help of Edgerton, Germeshausen, 
and Greer, Inc., (EG&G), TVA had developed an analytical 
tree to determine what had to be done to prepare both per
sonnel and equipment for startup of unit 3.  

Dr. Grace stated that it remained to be seen whether the 
program would be successful in bringing about necessary 
improvements and in developing the necessary discipline and 
mutu~al respect throughout the organization.  

On July 3, 1985, the NRC Executive Director for Operations 
in a letter to the Chairman, WVA Board of Directors, refer
red to the RPIP as part of the NRC staff concerns. It 
stated, "In spite of increased attention by management, the 
performance at Browns Ferry improved only marginally." 

On July 9, 1985, H. G. Parris was assigned sole respon-si
bility for the management of TVA's nuclear program. On 
July 221, 1985, changes in BEN management were made. The 
positions affected were Plant Mlanager; Superintendent, 
Mlaintenance; and Supervisor, Operations Group.  

At the conclusion of the NSRS review, BFN was still in a 
shur:-lown moile. Although the RPIP failed to meet the desired



level of regulatory performance improvement, accomplisbmeuts 
were made. These included the office construction program 
which improved personnel working conditions, thorough 
identification of the problem areas, positive steps to 
r,ýsolve long-standing issues such ýas drawing control and 
vendor mnanual control, and the "Involvement Sessions." If the Involvement Sessions had been held at th'e comencement 
of the RPIP, the results may have been different. NSRS recommends that the concerns expressed in NSRS report R-8420-BFN be addressed by upper management, resolved, and conveyed to engineers (and others). While this is not a regulatory requirement, NSRS believes that it will strengthen the initial contacts created in "Involvement 
Sessions." 

4. Drawing Control 

The NRC issued IE Information Notice No. 85-66 on August 7, 1985, entitled "Discrepancies Between As-Built Construction 
Drawings and Equipment Installations." The intent of the 
notice was to alert licensees of a potentially significant 
generic problem concerning as-constructed drawings not 
correctly or completely reflecting the equipment installed.  
This was not the first indicator to TVA that such a problem 
could develop at a nuclear plant. When the restoration 
began on units I and 2 at BFN after the March 1975 cable 
fire, it was soon discovered that a reliable set of drawings 
did not exist which accurately reflected the actual "as
built" plant configuration. The practice by EN DES at that 
time was to consider as the latest drawing the one that 
represented all approved EC~s, whether worked or not.  
Although this practice presented some problems for a plant 
under construction (where systems usually were assembled at 
different times for each unit at a site), it was even more 
confusing for an operating plant (where the differences in 
drawings used to construct each unit were compounded by the different timeframes in which ECNs were worked for each 
unit). An attempt to overcome these discrepancies was 
initiated by the Outage Group at BEN during the restoration 
program by "as-constructing" drawings on a unitized basis as 
part of the workplan program to rework the cable repairs and 
additional modifications.  

In 1981, the Office of Engineering Design and Construction 
(OEDC) conducted an audit of Design and Design Modification 
Control (audit NJo. JA8100-06). Finding No. 0-9 of this 
audit stated that it was widely acknowledged in both EN DES and NUC PR that the BEN "as -constructed" drawings showing 
equipment location and arrangement contained many errors and 
inaccuracies and that the "as -constructed" drawings used by 
I1UC PR did not agree with the "as-designed" drawings on file 
in EN DES,




